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About Life After Babies

This book is not about how to take care of your baby or how to cope with your baby. There are
already hundreds of books in the market that deal with that topic. Rather, this book is about
how to prepare yourself mentally, emotionally and spiritually, for motherhood. Mothers need to
be aware of the many choices available to them – whether they want to breastfeed or bottle-feed
their babies, or to stay at home to take care of their babies themselves, or to continue working
outside and yet maintain a happy family at home.

So, after carrying the baby for nine months and going through the awful morning sickness and
other uncomfortable symptoms, the baby finally arrives with a big push (or a big dissection!).
What’s next, after the wounds have healed and the confinement period comes to an end? What’s
next after the baby grows into an active and inquisitive toddler? What’s next when the toddler
becomes a school-going child with all sorts of tuition and other activities? What’s next when they
have all grown up and leave the nest? What’s next for you as a mother – a capable woman of
intelligence and skills – to fulfil an emptiness or an inner urge for personal satisfaction and pride?

Countless mothers have written in for help and advice on what to do with their children, or
whether they should quit their jobs and stay at home. A great number of mothers out there need
some kind of friendship and support as well as assurance from fellow mothers who understand
and empathize with them. I ought to know, as I was also once a nervous, inexperienced and
inadequate mom, struggling to cope with my screaming babies and a messy house, not to
mention great expectations from outside as well as from within.

In time, you learn to let go, of the need to please every body, or to be the perfect mom. The
important thing is to learn to be a happy mom by letting go of our negativity by nurturing
positive energies within us. To do this, we need to create a positive physical environment as well
as a positive mental and emotional environment. This way, not only would we be able to help
ourselves, we would also have a positive effect on our spouse, our children, our family and
friends, and our community.

This book would not have been possible without the strong inspiration from my daughters,
Amrita and Samanta, and the great motivation from my husband, Soon Koi Voon who has
relentlessly supported and encouraged me in reaching for my dreams.

It is my hope that this book would help new moms cope with their new roles better and to
inspire and encourage fellow mothers to feel good about themselves and about motherhood.

Chong Wai Leng
 April 1, 2000
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A Special Note

Having completed the book in a rather short period of time, the book project was put aside while
I busied myself with my other projects, mainly involving the development of FamilyPlace’s
website (    www.familyplace.com.my   ) and its activities. My husband KV, had spent precious time
putting it into book form. A friend suggested that we look for a sponsor to have the book
published. Others suggested we go directly to established book publishers. We finally decided to
publish it as an e-book.

First reason, it is relatively cheap to do so – we made use of the software that we acquired
through our DAGS* grant last year. And secondly, we do not have to subject ourselves to the
publisher’s terms & conditions. So, the next question is: how are we to make money this way?
Well, first of all, this book is not about making money. It is about sharing something beautiful
with as many people as possible. And secondly, we want to test the market, so to speak! We came
up with the idea of having people pay as they pleased, we call it the PAUP system, or pay-as-you-
please system, that gives the user total freedom in the amount they wish to pay for our products
or services.

Sounds ridiculous? Not really, because it is based on the sponsorship system or the donation
method practised in temples or churches. People who appreciate it would give something in
return, and everyone can contribute something no matter how rich or how poor they may be.

So, if you have internet access, you may read it on the web. If you don’t, you may ask someone
to print it out for you. If you don’t have anyone to do that, we would be happy to do it for you.
And if you appreciate what you have read, we would appreciate your generous contribution, no
matter what amount!

Because Life After Babies is meant for every mother who seeks happiness for herself and her
family. As an e-book, it is free-of-charge but we welcome contributions of any kind. You are free
to print or duplicate copies of it for your friends or colleagues, with the condition that it must be
done as a whole without any additions or omissions.

I thank you for reading Life After Babies and I welcome your comments and suggestions with an
open heart!

Chong Wai Leng
10th October 2001

*About the DAGS Grant please visit http://www.nitc.org.my/dags
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Foreword

By Ruth Liew

The biggest challenge for mothers today is being able to balance the needs of the family and
personal needs. Today’s women are no longer limited by their gender or by their education.
There are more career options for women now than what it used to be. No longer do women
have to give up their careers after babies. In fact, women today have more freedom and choice
over what they can do after they have babies.

Mothers today can opt to stay at home and still reach out to the world. They can still contribute
to society and enjoy financial freedom. They do not have to be isolated from the world just
because they are stay-at-home mothers. For those who have to or prefer to work outside the
home, there are many childcare options that do provide alternative quality care for their children.
Research has shown that although parents are very important to their child’s early development,
there are professional parents out there who can ensure that children receive positive experiences.

Wai Leng shares with us the practicalities of motherhood and how to make the best of things. I
am sure there are many mothers who can identify with her experience. I was particularly
enlightened by her credulous and practical ways of handling mothering tasks. Being a mother of
two young children, I am constantly trying to keep the balance. I am not without my limitations
yet. I can still do a lot for myself and my family.

Mothers who stay at home need not be dull and mindless. They can ‘break out’ of this stereotype
figure. They can still earn an income. Working from the home is an alternative and many stay-
at-home mothers successfully created a niche for themselves. Now the working mothers can skip
the guilt trip and do a good job both at work and at home. Today, the support systems for
working mothers range from day-care centres to home-based ‘professional mothers’.

Good planning and organization will help mothers find help and ways to run family life
smoothly. This book has many time-tested suggestions to mothers to balance the inner working
of today’s family. One very important underlying issue is to simplify our lives. Wai Leng is living
proof that mothers can have it all – they just need to know how to balance their needs and to do
it with a positive attitude.

Ruth Liew
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Introduction

This book is not about how to take care of your baby or how to cope with your baby. There are
already hundreds of books in the market that deal with that topic. Rather, this book is about
how to prepare yourself mentally, emotionally and spiritually, for motherhood. Mothers need to
be aware of the many choices available to them – whether they want to breastfeed or bottle-feed
their babies, or to stay at home to take care of their babies themselves, or to continue working
outside and yet maintain a happy family at home.

So, after carrying the baby for nine months and going through the awful morning sickness and
other uncomfortable symptoms, the baby finally arrives with a big push (or a big dissection!).
What’s next, after the wounds have healed and the confinement period comes to an end? What’s
next after the baby grows into an active and inquisitive toddler? What’s next when the toddler
becomes a school-going child with all sorts of tuition and other activities? What’s next when they
have all grown up and leave the nest? What’s next for you as a mother – a capable woman of
intelligence and skills – to fulfil an emptiness or an inner urge for personal satisfaction and pride?

After the euphoria of having your first baby or your second child or your third one wears off, you
begin to wonder if you could ever get back to your “normal” life again like socializing with your
old friends, taking a vacation or two, indulging in your hobbies … “Hobbies? What hobbies?”
you might ask now. Well, life as a Mom can be quite a handful having to put up with the 4H’s:
Housework, Homework (children’s included!), Husband (or the absence of it!) and Hysteria
(every Mom gets it at one time or another!). So is there life after babies? The answer would be an
emphatic “Yes!” if you try hard enough. If your social life is considered “dead”, you can still try
to resuscitate it. Sometimes you may need to use drastic measures to jolt your life back to normal
again. But whatever it is, do not wallow in silence! Take heart that you are not alone as there are
millions of mothers out there in a similar predicament as yourself!

Whether you are a Single Mom, a Working Mom, a Stay-at-Home Mom (a.k.a. housewife,
homemaker, domestic engineer, full-time mother, “cook-rice-woman” (ju fan po) etc) – as long
as you are a Mom, you would understand what it feels like to go through nine months of
pregnancy and the experience of giving birth which may be rated from wonderful to traumatic,
depending on the individual and circumstances. This book is not about how to get pregnant or
what to do during pregnancies. It is about how to cope with life after babies. The objective of
this book is to examine issues that mothers face and to explore the positive potentials of life open
to mothers despite having babies. Its message to mothers is that life does not end with
motherhood. On the contrary, motherhood is the beginning of greater and deeper experiences
that life can give a woman.

The Transformation of Motherhood

The role of mothers has always been associated with the nurturing of children - from the “dark
ages” of nomadic existence in the wild, to the domesticated subsistence in the fields, to the
mechanical subservience in the factories. However, the supportive networks that pre-industrial
mothers enjoyed in the form of older parents, siblings or relatives begin to fall apart as industrial
mothers around the world struggle to survive as lost migrants in cold and lonely cities far away
from their village communities. The general effect is added stress and tension on mothers and
their families, as the absence of adequate emotional and social support can render a mother
helpless and lost when problems crop up in her marriage or family. To counter this problem,
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mothers today need to reweave a web of supportive networks to help them cope with modern
day problems and challenges, and to elevate their roles and self-esteem as mothers, wives and
women. Only by doing so can mothers move from the industrial age of heavy mechanisms to the
post-industrial age of high-tech wonders with a greater sense of identity and clarity amidst the
rapidly changing world. With this macro view of the cause and effect of our ever-changing world
at large, we will be able to have a micro view of our current scenario of fast-changing lifestyles at
home.

Mothers today are caught in a very unique situation – we are in the middle of a global
transitional period where the old, the current and the future cultures are inter-mixed. Some old
traditions are still around; current ones are seeking some identity while new cultures are forming
with the advancement of new technologies that would chart and change the course of our careers,
our families and our future. The role of mothers as “nurturer of children” is gradually
diminishing as more mothers take on the role as “family providers” and relegate the former role
to the hands of “professional parents” (as Alvin Toffler, author of the infamous book Future
Shock, calls them!). Whether we like it or not, this is already happening and will continue to do
so well into the future. The question is, do you want to be a nurturer or a provider, or can you
be both? Do mothers today have the option to choose what they really want to do? Is the arrival
of babies a bane or a boon to working mothers?

Countless mothers have written in for help and advice on what to do with their children, or
whether they should quit their jobs and stay at home. A great number of mothers out there need
some kind of friendship and support as well as assurance from fellow mothers who understand
and empathize with them. I ought to know, as I was also once a nervous, inexperienced and
inadequate mom, struggling to cope with my screaming babies and a messy house, not to
mention great expectations from outside as well as from within.

In time, you learn to let go, of the need to please every body, or to be the perfect mom. The
important thing is to learn to be a happy mom by letting go of our negativity by nurturing
positive energies within us. To do this, we need to creative a positive physical environment as
well as a positive mental and emotional environment. This way, not only would we be able to
help ourselves, we would also have a positive effect on our spouse, our children, our family and
friends, and our community.

This book hopes to re-affirm the essential role of mothers and strengthen the spirit of
motherhood in our rapidly changing world today. With mounting pressure to conform and
perform to society’s escalating demands, modern moms today are in dire need for some positive
affirmation to their roles and status and for supportive empowerment from fellow mothers.

We need to cherish our roles as mothers and continue to learn from one another. We need to be
empowered as individuals as well as a group so that we have a stronger voice in the midst of our
society’s shouts of acquiring status and success, often sacrificing children, families and self-
dignity in the mad process of materialistic consumption. We need to re-look at motherhood in
our present context and to equip ourselves with new knowledge, new skills and new
understanding in order to face the challenge of assuming multi-faceted roles of motherhood into
the new millenium.
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1 Motherhood In a Nutshell
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Motherhood In a Nutshell

Never in my schooling days did I ever imagine myself becoming a full-time housewife one fine
day. We girls were taught to study hard, have a good job and earn good money. Getting married
and having babies is not something that is taught in our school curriculum, and neither was it
ever talked about in my family! So I grew up like many other school-going girls with the idea
that career is the most important, marriage is somewhere at the bottom of the list, and having
babies? Well, that is totally out of the list of priorities! Having a working mom with an extremely
practical view of bringing up the family did little to arouse any maternal instincts in me. The
only indication that I actually possessed some kind of maternal instincts was my love for cats and
dogs! So when I actually got married, my friends were shocked, but that was nothing compared
to the news that I threw away my career to become a full-time housewife taking care of two
babies! I mean, they were absolutely speechless. (Picture a pair of frowning eyes and a dropped
jaw utterance sounding like,“huh?”). And that is the general reception I got from my former
teachers and school mates on my sudden career switch. As for my mom, that was a mighty
difficult pill for her to swallow and it took her quite a while to digest it! She still gets some
indigestion once in a while!

Full-time motherhood

Why would educated and successful women want to throw away their years of hard work and
sacrifices in reaching the top of their careers decide to quit their jobs to stay at home to look after
babies? Why would they be willing to give up their financial freedom and their feeling of “being
in power” of having a career that boost their egos and satisfy the country’s economic
expectations? Why in the world would intelligent modern mothers do that? Is that a symptom of
post-pregnancy syndrome? Do these women really know what they are doing by taking a step
backward? Most people would be baffled by that decision and would consider women who want
to stay at home “mad”, to say the least. So, back to the question of why? And my answer is:
“Why not!”

Why not, if you have realized that there is more to life than chasing after illusionary happiness
created by man who have perfected the art of economic rationalization? Why not, if you have
realized that the act of nurturing life supercedes all others even though it may be looked upon as
“unglamorous, uneconomical and unproductive?” Why not, if you have managed to listen to
your baby’s silent message to take on the true role as Mother, as Nature has intended it to be?
Why not, if you have understood that being a mother to your child is the most magnanimous act
in the world? Why not, if you want to create more happiness in the world instead of more money
that creates more misery because of either the lack of it or the over abundance of it but never
enough of it? Why not, if you realize you have the power within you to shape a wonderful
human being out of a tiny little baby? This is not a post-pregnancy syndrome or a step backward
– on the contrary, it is a step forward for humanity for, isn’t the child the future leader of the
world? So who shapes this future leader? Money or Mom?
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My personal experience

Motherhood is a big stage in a woman’s life which is often unplanned, untrained and
unappreciated. Who else would understand this better than fellow mothers whom are in the
same boat, rocking precariously in the vast and sometimes turbulent ocean.

My new role as a full-time mother was not easy, to say the very least, given the fact that I had to
learn everything from scratch, like changing diapers, cooking a decent meal (other than frying
eggs, boiling eggs and steaming eggs!), and keeping the house in reasonable order (with the
emphasis on “reasonable!”). However, in time, I managed to learn the “tricks of the trade” so to
speak, which has even earned the respect of those who had initially looked down upon me!
Finally I was beginning to appreciate what I had learnt in my home-science classes about 2
decades ago!

I stopped working not long after I had my first baby, but just as I was getting more settled in my
new role, I discovered I was pregnant with my second one! My new role as a full-time mother
went through several stages:

Stage 1: Having had my first child, Amrita, followed closely by her sister Samanta, I was enjoying
my new role as a mother - touching them, feeding them, cleaning them and most of all, loving
them. My motherly instincts tell me to focus on my two babies and leave the job of bringing in
the bread to my husband. Nothing else was on my mind except for my two lovely babies.

Stage 2: The euphoria is slowing settling down and reality is quickly setting in. The house is in a
perpetual mess, the kids needed my attention all the time, and there is the endless cooking and
cleaning and cutting (of grass!) and the cycle does not seem to end. Gosh! Being a full-time
homemaker is not as rosy as I had thought!

Stage 3: Help! All this is getting to be too overwhelming for me. I needed space to breathe and to
think and to do things that reaffirms myself as an intelligent and educated woman! “Why don’t
you get a maid?” kind people asked. “Well, if I could ever get used to that term and idea (to me,
“maids” seems to carry the same connotation as “slaves”), I would have gotten one by now!
Besides, I feel that the sharing of household duties among family members (which include
husbands and children) is important to instill a sense of “family-ness” in the family.

Stage 4: Since getting a maid is out of the question for me, the only logical solution is to move
into a smaller home. So we moved into a nice enough apartment and my time on the house has
been cut down to more than half! My only grouse was: “Why didn’t we think of this earlier!”
Finally, I am getting back my self-esteem as an educated and intelligent woman!

Stage 5: With good time-management and better organization, I am now able to balance my
time at work (like writing this book!) and my time with my family. This way, I have the time
and space for personal development that is vital to my self-esteem as well as for my family, which
is the reason why I had wanted to stay at home in the first place.

Motherhood is indeed a life-changing experience – some take on the role with loving ease while
others have to struggle very hard to cope with it. (I obviously belong to the latter group!) It is
very easy to fall into a lonely rut if we do not make the necessary effort to keep our respectability
and self-esteem intact.  Once we have decided to be full-time mothers, a big part of our lives will
inevitably revolve around them, such much so to the extent of neglecting ourselves – our
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personal needs, our inner dreams, our ambitions, our interests, etc. Full-time motherhood should
be embodied with our inner selves intact for these are the special things that we can impart to
our children as our legacy to them. Although the physical aspects of child rearing take up a lot of
a mother’s energy and attention, the emotional aspects should not be neglected. In order to have
emotionally healthy children, we have to be emotionally healthy mothers ourselves.

You may reach a point, like I did, when you begin to ask yourself: “Who am I? Am I just a
mother and a wife? What does it mean to be a mother and a wife? Is there another “me” inside
that I have locked up? Who is the real me?” You will need to find the answers to the questions
from within. Do not worry if you may not know the answers right away. The important thing is
to have the questions in the first place which would move you into action. If you live your life
without having any questions, you are not living out your full potential as a human being, for we
humans have the ability to think and to question, and that is what makes our lives meaningful
and purposeful.

Take heart that with a little bit of thought, effort, and action, you would learn to assume an
interesting and confident life as a mother and transfer your positive energy towards your family
even though you may encounter problems along the way.

So, check out your S.E.S. status below and see what you can do about it.

S.E.S. - Social and Emotional Status

This questionnaire is to determine your current social and emotional status (S.E.S.) as a mother
and this in turn would determine what measures you may need to revive your S.E.S. life, that is,
either you need

a. An emergency resuscitation – throw down everything else and bring yourself back from the
“dead”!

b. An open heart surgery – you would have to be very open and connect all your vital links
together!

c. A routine self-examination – just checking for anything you might have missed out earlier!

Here goes, and good luck!
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Your S.E.S. as a Stay-At-Home Mom

Questions:

1. Are you completely satisfied with your current role as a
Stay-At-Home mother?  YES / NO

(If your answer is YES, you may skip the rest of the questions here. Otherwise, READ ON!)

2. Are you pursuing any interests other than scrubbing the floors
and ironing the clothes?  YES / NO

3. Can you hold a conversation with others without having to
mention maids, children or housework? YES / NO

4. Do you have friends other than your TV, dog or cat? YES / NO

5. Do you go beyond a monosyllabic “hi” when or if you
see your neighbours? YES / NO

6. Do you see your neighbours? YES / NO

7. Is there life after babies for you? YES / NO

Score:
Congratulations! If you have answered YES to all the questions, you can write the sequel to this
book!

If you have answered NO to most of the questions, well, take heart – at least you have made the
right choice in buying this book!

But seriously, if you are a Stay-at-Home Mom and you find yourself feeling lonely, isolated,
frustrated, and even depressed, then you would need to find out why. Is it because of the lack of
social life outside? Is it because you are overwhelmed by housework? Or is it due to the fact that
you feel you are missing out on something? You will need to examine some of the problems and
take steps to rectify them.
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Ways to re-discover yourself

1. Create your own special time.
As mothers, we are always doing things for our children or for others in the family except for
ourselves. In time, we begin to lose touch with who we really are. It is important to have a special
quiet time by ourselves to do some inward contemplation. (See exercise on page ***). You can
leave your kids with others for a couple of hours (believe me, it would do both you and the
children a lot of good!) while you have some quiet time alone. Look out for good day-care
centres, nurseries or playgroups that are children-friendly and that encourage freedom of
expressions, creativity and fun.

2. Indulge in your favourite hobbies.
More often than not, we do less and less of the fun things that we had enjoyed doing as giggling
schoolgirls. After babies, we sometimes even forget how to giggle! So, indulge in your passion for
art,  music, sculpturing, garden landscaping or flower arrangement … whatever! Or take up
dancing or singing that you missed in your childhood. But do it to rediscover that youthful
energy that you once had not that many years ago!

3. Learn from your baby.
We tend to stop learning once we get entrenched in a mindless routine. Try to see with our
baby’s eyes and listen with our baby’s ears. Everything that they see, hear, smell, taste and touch
is a great wonder to them. So, when you walk in the garden, don’t just walk – see the colours,
hear the birds, smell the flowers, feel the breeze and touch the trees. In short, savour life!

4. Learn from your partner
Talk to someone close to you, who knows you well, inside and out. Your husband may be a very
good candidate, but if you do not or no longer have one, then a good friend would suffice.
Sometimes you can learn more about yourself from how others see you and respond to you.

5. Share with fellow mothers
This is important for self-empowerment and self-affirmation as through sharing with fellow
mothers in a similar predicament will give you the much needed reassurance and pat-on-the-
back. By talking about yourself and listening to what others say about themselves, you will
discover a thing or two about yourself and others.
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2 Stay At Home Mums
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Stay At Home Mums

There are several things that tend to take a back seat when you become a mother, more so a full-
time one – namely, your social life, your married life and your self-esteem. After the initial
excitement of having a baby, reality sinks in – you have to take care of it, and it is not always
smiling and nice like you see on TV! You have to decline your friends’ invitations to go out for a
good time, so much so that the invitations become less and less frequent and finally, they do not
come your way at all! Then there is your marriage. You may face some problems here as all your
energy and attention is focused on the little baby, and your “older baby” whom you had given
much attention to before the arrival of little junior may now feel lonely and neglected. Even if
you have an understanding husband, he may still feel left out. Then there is your self-esteem
which takes a battering because sometimes you feel so inadequate as a mother and a wife, far
from the “glamorous” image of a career woman at work, that you begin to wonder whether you
have made the right choice in the first place! And friends and relatives can add salt to wound by
their well-meaning but out-of-place remarks.

However, take heart that you are not alone in your struggles to be a good mother to your babies.
Follow your motherly instincts (they are usually right!) and keep to them despite all odds as you
would be richly rewarded for your unrelenting commitment. Some of the problems you might
face are:

The lack of social life - It takes a while to adjust to staying at home if you have been used to
working outside all the while. Firstly, when most of your working friends are at work, you are at
home alone with your baby. Worse still, if most of your friends are unmarried or do not have
children – they would never understand your plight of putting family first above all else! You
may no longer enjoy the pleasures of dressing up everyday for work (some mothers actually miss
this!), or go window-shopping (we full-time mothers have better things to do than that!), or go
out for high tea or attend the latest classical concert in town.

Suggestion: Join a mother’s group and get to know more mothers. You can take part in various
activities that cater to your wants and needs. (See page ***)

The lack of financial freedom - Unless you have a very rich husband who gives you more than
enough to spend on, you would invariably have a tight budget to manage and the priority goes to
feeding your family and maintaining the household budget on a single income. Extras like
personal grooming and others would have to be forgone, unlike when you were earning your
own income where you were free to indulge yourself in your likes and fancies without feeling
guilty about it. You would also have to get used to asking money from hubby like a little girl
asking for pocket money from Daddy.

Suggestion: Get a part-time job or a home-based one – a little extra money wouldn’t hurt
especially during less buoyant times. This would also boost your self-esteem if it has suffered
some degree of deflation.
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The lack of self-esteem - If you have no friends, no income and no outlet to express yourself, your
self-confidence is going to go like a deflating balloon. And it does not help matters when you
look in the mirror and see an out of shape body in front of you! You begin to wonder how some
mothers could maintain their pre-childbirth shapes even after several deliveries while you are
struggling to get back to your original size from your first one! And being indirectly relegated as
second-class citizens by non-mothers or career-minded mothers adds to the feeling of self-
deflation.

Suggestion: Do something proactive! Do not wallow in self-pity. Rekindle your interest in your
hobbies. Work that body of yours – you may not get back the original shape but at least you
would be more fit and healthy, and that is more important than how good it looks in the eyes of
skeleton lovers! And network with fellow full-time mothers for support – the combined energy of
fellow mothers can greatly inflate your self-confidence.

Coping with Depression

It can be extremely difficult for a new mother to cope with so many changes in her life and the
mounting pressure on her to perform the perfect role as mother, wife and daughter-in-law can be
too much for some. Being unable to withstand the pressure, some mothers succumb to it by
falling apart mentally and emotionally. Without the needed support from friends and families,
these women feel increasingly alone and alienated in their shrinking world that traps their souls
and binds their hearts. Life to them seems such an immense struggle with emotional torrents that
leap up and down like huge waves in a thunderstorm. Amidst the dark and ominous clouds, the
sun seems to have gone down and is never coming back. But our sun has always been there and
will always be, if we are patient and strong enough to wait out the storm which would eventually
stop and a ray of light appears to brighten our skies again.

Do not hesitate to talk to someone who is willing to listen and offer you support. Do not hesitate
to seek help, even professional help, if you find yourself going down. Cease to be what others
expect of you and seek fervently to find yourself and be yourself! For only in being your
unconditional self can you be a happy mother, wife and daughter-in-law who will be duly
acknowledged and accepted with unconditional love. With adequate support from your
husband, friends or fellow mothers, you will regain your self-confidence and begin to really enjoy
your new role as a mother. However, if staying at home seems to aggravate your problems, you
might want to consider working outside again as this seems to be a needed balance for some
women, who for reasons probably linked to her past and her personality, cannot bear to stay at
home. It is OK if you do not want to stay at home but be clear of your reasons and try to address
whatever problems you may be facing.
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3 Working Mothers
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Working Mothers

Working moms seem to have a different set of problems, mainly the lack of time spent with the
family that results in the “guilty-moms syndrome”. There is also a tendency to feel inadequate as
a mother as the lack of contact and bonding with the children would result in the lack of
confidence in handling the kids on her own. A month after giving birth to my first child, I went
back to work, only to find myself missing my baby in the day and not knowing what to do when
I was alone with her at home. I also felt that my baby was not close to me since I was not with
her most of the day. Sometimes I wondered if she knew I was her mother! That was when I knew
that I had to stop working outside and spend more time with my baby. So, by the time my
second baby came along, I was a very confident and capable mother! Having confidence is
something that is acquired with practice and not so much an in-born thing. Do not worry if you
do not seem to have any motherly traits with your baby – you can build it up gradually with
time, patience and effort.

This is not to show that working moms are inferior to stay-at-home moms when it come to
taking care of their children. But until and unless something major is done to the rigid working
hours of working mothers here, working moms would inevitably find themselves working against
many odds. Having to spend 10-12 hours outside the home to work leaving only about 3-4
hours (at best) with children and husband is not what I would call a good balance. Children need
their mother’s attention. No matter how much we rationalize ourselves out of it, we cannot run
away from this simple fact of life. And what about the other aspects of life like self-development
and intellectual enhancement? And what about one’s marriage? Do we still give any attention to
it, or do we just leave it to chance and see if it survives? For the more fragmented nuclear families
that are increasing in numbers today, this situation can be more damaging than we actually
realize if we do not prepare ourselves to meet the challenges of modern living.

Quantity Time versus Quality Time

The notion of “quality time” with children has been invented to satisfy the large number of
working parents who do not have enough of it and who feel terribly guilty about it. It is an
industrial ploy to keep the workforce in place by rationalizing the long working hours spent away
from their children. How can there be a good balance when the employee has to spend 8-10
hours outside the home working and getting trapped in traffic jams and spend only 3-4 waking
hours at home? I am not against working outside the home but I strongly feel that it is not a very
fair deal and that our children have to suffer the consequences of our adults’ deluded wisdom.
When children spend more time with maids than their moms, when they are compensated with
more toys than attention, when they are told that quality time spent together is as good as
quantity time, they are at a losing end. There must be sacrifices made to address this issue, and
children should not be the ones to be “sacrificed” for the sake of prosperity.
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Your S.E.S. as a Working Mom

Questions:

1. Are you totally satisfied with working outside your home? YES / NO

2. Do you have interests other than your job, your job, and your job? YES / NO

3. Do your children recognize you after you return from work? YES / NO

4. Do you have time to do your own thing other than meeting
deadlines, deadlines and more deadlines? (Sorry to rub it in!) YES / NO

5. Do you know anyone else other than your boss, your co-workers
or your competitors? YES / NO

6. Do you think your job is worth all your sacrifice? YES / NO

7. Is there life after babies for you? YES / NO

Score:
If you have answered YES to most of the questions, congratulations! You are a highly motivated
mother and shall go far in life. Just take care that you are giving enough of your time and
attention to your family.

If you have answered NO to most of the questions, don’t worry. At least you are now going to
learn how to change your NO’s to YES’s in the following chapters!
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Some problems of working moms

Although in general, most working moms seem to enjoy better social lives, financial freedom and
self-esteem compared to most stay-at-home moms, we cannot make an over-simplistic judgement
here. Working environment may not be very conducive for the development of genuine
friendships and the highly competitive climate of “the winner takes all” attitude may not breed
healthy self-esteem either. But given good and pleasant working environment, these would
definitely translate into positive attitudes towards work and hence, this enthusiasm would be
happily transferred to the family.

However, some of the more obvious problems faced by most working moms are:

Insufficient time with children – If we take a nine-to-five job and add two hours of travelling time
to and from work everyday, it would work out to about 10 hours everyday away from the home.
It is not difficult to see how little time there is left in a day for proper bonding and
communicating with one another. It does have an effect on the level of intimacy between mother
and child no matter how well we argue this point or rationalize our inability to change things to
our advantage. The fact is, work takes away your time with your children and if you accept it,
then you are prepared to accept the consequences too. However, if you cannot accept it, then
work towards making things more acceptable to you and your family. But you would have to
find out how you could do it by exploring your potentials and opportunities available.

The need for reliable childcare – Many working moms settle for second best or even third best
childcare available for their children. They feel that they have no other choice but to continue
sending their children to these babysitters. For the credit of good babysitters, there are some
wonderful ones out there who truly love children like their very own. However, there are not
enough of them to cater to the rising demand for good professional childcare.

The need for domestic help – Almost every middle-class family here engages at least one domestic
helper, who is usually a foreign maid from Indonesia. And this applies to families with stay-at-
home mothers as well, as the absence of the extended family render them quite helpless in home
management. And here lies new sets of problems with the maids as is evident in many
conversations with mothers. Problems like runaway maids, obstinate maids and obtuse maids are
common complaints. But despite all these, we still seem to be unable to live without them. Like
babysitters, they have become an indispensable but highly disposable commodity – if you don’t
like them, just exchange them for new ones!

As the present system cracks and the super-industrial revolution rolls over us, as the armies of juvenile
delinquents swell, as hundreds of thousands of youngsters flee their homes, and students rampage at
universities in all the techno-societies, we can expect vociferous demands for an end to parental
diletantism. …Given affluence and the existence of specially-equipped and licensed professional
parents, many of today’s biological parents would not only gladly surrender their children to them, but
would look upon it as an act of love, rather than rejection.”  (Alvin Toffler, Future Shock, pp 224).

The role of mothers is changing with the times as more and more modern moms today struggle
to keep up to society’s new expectations and demands on them to be super-moms and super-
successful women.
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So, how do working moms cope with all this stress at work with so limited time and very limited
energy left at home? Here are some suggestions but be aware that they are merely symptomatic
solutions at best as the root of the problem would still have to be addressed for a more
permanent and satisfactory solution.

1. Be very focused at work – While at work, focus on your work. Worrying about your child at
home does not help to improve the situation. So, make sure you have a reliable babysitter
whom you can fully trust, otherwise, do not leave your baby with the person. Listen to what
your motherly instincts tell you – they are usually right!

2. Be very focused at home  – When you get back from work, focus on your family. Do not bring
your work back home, or carry it in your head. This way, your family and your children can
enjoy your full attention and care.

3. Keep yourself fit and healthy – You need to be to be able to give your best at work and at
home. Have regular workouts in the gym or go for a swim a couple of times a week. Eat well
(I’m referring to a healthy and balanced diet, not a ten-course Chinese dinner!) and have
enough rest (I know this is something quite difficult but it is worth every wink you put in as
you can go about your daily routine with more energy and zest!).

4. Spend your time well together – You can maximize your time with your family by doing things
together, like having meals together, reading together, cleaning up together, or taking a walk
in the garden together. Keep your time spent on watching TV and shopping to the
minimum and you would be surprised how much precious time you gain by cutting them
out!

These may be good as temporary measures but if you still do not feel fully satisfied, then you
may have to confront your inner feelings more seriously. As I said earlier, it is not because
working moms are incapable of being good mothers, it is due to the fact that our working
conditions here are still at an infantile stage when it comes to providing good support for
mothers like providing flexi-hours, childcare centres and maternity benefits. It may take a while
to have here what countries like Australia, Europe or the United States have for their mothers in
the workforce.

When the womanly act of giving birth and looking after children cease to be looked upon as a
jeopardy to work; when women with children are not discriminated against by potential
employers; when the occupational framework and mindset of the entire nation evolve into a
mother-friendly and supportive one, can we call ourselves a truly progressive nation. For isn’t it
true that happy mothers make happy children which make a happy nation? We don’t need an
expert to come to a simple conclusion like that! Just some motherly wisdom that comes with
being a mother, of course!
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Things to do for stressed out moms

This is a simple and safe exercise to calm your mind and to relax your body.

1. Sit yourself in a quiet room, preferably crossed-legged on the floor to be more authentic!
2. Close your eyes and try to breathe as naturally as you can. Focus on the “in” and “out”

breaths.
3. After you are more calm and relaxed, observe if there is anything that might appear in your

mind.
4. Whatever it is, whether they are thoughts, visions, or feelings, just be aware of them and

bring your attention back to your breathing.
5. After you have had enough, just slowly open your eyes and try to locate your legs – do not

worry, they  should still be there!

Try to do this a few minutes a day. Sometimes you may encounter some questions that may
come to you. Or you may be able to get some answers. Or maybe not. Or you may be more
aware of certain emotions in you. Whatever it is, do not worry as this only means that you have
managed to sharpen your self-awareness that is the key to self-understanding!

A cultivation of love exercise:

1. Sit yourself in a quiet room, preferably crossed-legged on the floor to be more authentic!
2. Close your eyes and try to breathe as naturally as you can.
3. Now that you are calm and relaxed, say to yourself continuously: “May I be well and

happy!”
4. After you have cultivated that loving feeling towards yourself, share that thought with every

one and every being in the whole wide world.
5. After you have had enough, just slowly open your eyes and try to locate your legs – do not

worry, they  should still be there!
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The Economics of Staying at Home

So, to work or not to work - that is the question. Working moms are faced with that question
when their motherly instincts emerge to knock on their conscience. But they are quickly shoved
back into the closet of denial when the question of economics arises. Being used to the dual-
income paychecks at the end of the month, it is unfathomable for many to even think of
surviving on only one. Besides, if we were to throw our careers away for the apron, it would
mean wasting our parents’ money in funding our education.

Housewives today are generally considered to be “unproductive” in economic terms although
women were expected to stay home in the olden times. Girls were not encouraged to have too
much education as it was viewed as a waste of time and money then. “Why study so much? Girls
are supposed to get married and take care of husband and children and the household.” Our
grandparents and great-grandparents mostly held on to that belief. But as times changed, this
view changed too and girls are now encouraged to study as much as they can to join the
workforce and be a “productive citizen” that help in the country’s economic growth. Because of
the greater choices available, women today have to choose between career or home and the
pressure is on them to opt for career due to economic reasons.

There is a small but growing trend amongst career women today who opt to stay home for one
main reason – their children. Being more educated, mothers today realize the importance of the
proper nurturing of their children - physically, mentally and emotionally – and that parenting is
too important to be relegated to professional parents, who, no matter how good they may be,
would not be able to replace the mothers’ love and attention. However, what is holding most of
them back from leaving the workforce is the question of money, or the reduction of it. Many feel
concerned, and understandably so, that living on only a single income brought in by the spouse
may not be sufficient.

The fact that most people today own more than one house and one car, and that they have many
other extras to pay for like club memberships, foreign maids, and a long list of classes for the
children to attend,  shows how much more families today spend every month compared to those
of a generation ago. Little wonder that one income is not enough to pay for everything!

We need to re-look at our lifestyles today and try to simplify it so that the emphasis is on the
essence of life and not the material of things. When we learn to enjoy the simple things in life we
would appreciate its simple joys and small wonders. Small is indeed beautiful! When we learn to
appreciate smallness, everything else becomes small, including our problems! The pendulum
seems to be swinging this way now, albeit very slowly and gradually. When our priorities are put
right, our choices would be clearer.

So what really is economical and what is not? Is stay-at-home moms really uneconomical as
compared to working moms? Is society today placing too much emphasis on “economy”? (The
word appears everyday in the media and in layman’s conversations, e.g. economic crisis,
economic recovery, economic policies, economical boost, etc
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In A Conversation with David Suzuki - Part 1, broadcaster, author, scientist and environmental
activist Dr. David Suzuki talks to Ruth Bradley-St-Cyr about his latest project, narrating a
children's album entitled Amazing Journey: Children Sing to the Beat of the Earth. In the
conversation they touched on the issue of women being sidelined in economic terms:

David: My wife says girls learn very early that if someone spills something someone's got to pick
it up and it's always girls. I've just bought this book If Women Counted  by Marilyn Waring. She
was a politician in
New Zealand and became the minister of finance. She was very young; she was 22 when she was
elected.
She started going to international conferences and everywhere she went, whether it was in India,
whether it was in America, she'd find a woman who was about her age and get to know her. She
would then spend a day with her. From the time the woman woke up to the time she went to
sleep she would just watch. What she found is that women work their asses off from the time
they get up to the time they go to bed and that time is called leisure – unproductive time –
because it doesn't generate goods and services.

Ruth: [Toronto Star columnist] Michelle Landsberg wrote about that book in her column a few
years ago
and she uses four examples of productive and unproductive labour according to the way the
GNP is  currently calculated. The two productive men are a drug dealer and a soldier whose job
is to wait for the
signal to release the missiles. And the two unproductive women are a young girl living a
subsistence life in
Africa, spending all day gathering wood and water, and the other is a housewife, spending her
time taking
care of kids and wiping noses and doing laundry. According to the GNP, the men are
contributing to the
economy and the women are not.

Yes, there's something wrong with that paradigm. It hits you very hard when you're on maternity
leave. What do you do all day? Well, I take care of my baby and play with her. It's just play
right? She's learning to talk, going coo and making eye contact. And we spend lots of time
breastfeeding, which is unproductive time, right? It has no impact on the economy at all, unless
you consider it a negative impact from lost formula sales.

David: I think this is a very powerful perspective, which has to be imposed because the current
economic
paradigm, which is generated by men, is the cause of the destruction of the planet. I think this
whole approach – the Marilyn Warings and the Michelle Landsbergs of the world – has got to be
listened to.

Is it not time that women, especially women with children, start to say what they really want
instead of being told all the time by other people what they should do and should not do?
Shouldn’t mothers have some basic rights on how they want to live, work and bring up their
children? Shouldn’t mothers be recognized and reaffirmed for their crucial contributions towards
national productivity and national economy?
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The Third Alternative – Working From Home

If there is a good alternative to staying at home and working outside, then working from home
can be a viable option for both types of moms. A work-from-home mom can enjoy the best of
both worlds, so to speak, for she gets to spend time with her children as well as enjoy the
privileges of working that brings in some income and a sense of self-satisfaction. With the
advances in telecommunications and technologies, it is relatively easy to set up a home office and
manage one’s work from there. However, you would need to consider the type of job you are
doing before you plunge head on into it as this is still considered a novelty here as any forms of
changes that go against the accepted norm are considered risky. But a growing trend it definitely
is as more and more women as well as men are adopting this new working revolution that
promises greater freedom and control over their choices and priorities.

In his book, Marketing for the Home-based Business, Jeff Davidson gives four factors that impacts
the home-business boom:

1. An explosion in information technology – The Home PC being the biggest factor behind the
home-business explosion, followed by other home office equipment which are getting more
and more affordable, makes it remarkably easy to set up a home office and work from the
next room.

2. Economic insecurity – Being the second driving force driving the growth of home businesses,
it is influenced by such factors like global competition, mergers, downsizing and
bankruptcies that are affecting even multi-national companies that were once viewed as “rock
solid”.

3. Changing demographics – Corporate management jobs are being eliminated and by 2010,
Davidson predicts that it will be cut by two thirds or more. One third or more of these
employees will start a home business. The number of retirees and women getting into home-
based businesses is also rising.

4. Restructured families – According to Davidson, both married and single parents are setting up
home offices to help juggle work and child care and many, he says, have a pioneering
attitude, inventing new rules for living and working as they go along.

The option of working from home seems promising as it has a better potential to fulfil most of
our needs of having a better balanced family life. However, if we do not draw clear lines between
life and work, we would still face problems like not knowing when to stop,

Working Options From the Home

This need not be a business per se as there are many non-business ventures that you can do at
home depending on your special skills like painting, writing, paper-cutting, photography,
playing a musical instrument, singing, cooking and crafting. Even if you would like to derive
some income from them, you can still do it without having to turn them into a “business”, for
any good skills that you have is an asset that can be translated into cash through teaching,
training, or sharing them. This is something much more fulfilling because you are the
“producer” of the “product” unlike selling a product that is mass produced in factories. Services
like consulting, catering and counseling can also be done from the home. Here’s a sample list in
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alphabetical order of jobs you can do from the home. You may like to think up your own and
add them to the list!

accounting, architectural designing, aroma-therapy,
baby-sitting, bicycle repairing, book publishing,
career counseling, conference managing, computer designing, programming or training,
dress-making, doll-making, designing homes or offices,
e-mail service center,  e-commerce consulting, editing services (books, video, audio,…etc)
fund-raising, fire-alarm systems marketing, fish importing and exporting,
graphic designing, gym-instructing, gymnastic training,
hair-dressing, house-hunting, homepage designing and hosting,
insurance selling, interior designing, investment banking,
jam-making, jade-carving, job-hunting,
kite-making, kung-fu instructing, knitting,
latch-key services, laundry services, landscape painting or gardening,
mail-order business, movie & music reviewing, multimedia marketing, designing, or consulting,
navel piercing, nursing & nursling, nutrition consulting,
office-leasing, on-line marketing, ostrich-farming,
photographing, private investigating (note: a top PI in UK is a grandmother!), piano tuning,
quilt-making, quiche-making, quality-auditing,
racquet-stringing, researching, rock singing,
script or speech writing, sign making, sales training,
tuition, tour agent, translating,
uniforms-designing & making, undergarment business, understudy,
vacation planning, video reviewing, vase making,
wedding consulting, writing, will-writing,
xylophonist, x-ray equipment marketing & support, X-mas cards & gift making,
yearbook compiling, yoga instructor, yogurt-producer,
Zen instructor, zodiac reading, zoological research

Business at Home

When you want to turn your skills into a business, then you would have to consider more things,
mainly what to focus on and how to market them from the home. You would need to be very
clear on what you have to do and where you want to go from where you currently are.

1. Make a feasibility study on what you want to do.
2. Have a clear mission statement for your business.
3. Draw up a business plan and action plan.
4. Work out your financial budget.
5. Draw up a good marketing plan.
6. Have periodic review of your progress.
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Setting up Your Home Office

1. Being Disciplined – It is so easy to take it easy when there is no need to make-up, dress-up,
clock-in or clock-out in a traditional office environment. Having no bosses to breathe down
your throat, you have to be your own boss and breathing down your own throat can be a
difficult task! But self-discipline is a must if you want to succeed, more so when you are
working alone at your own home.

2. Blocking Your Time – Divide up your day so that you can give your fullest attention to the
different tasks at hand. It is important to strike a good balance between time at work and
time with the family, even when you are working from your home, or should I say, especially
when you are working from the home.

3. Knowing when to start and stop – It is easy to keep working all day because your home is not
going to be closed after office hours. It may be helpful for you to clock yourself in and out of
your home office so that you know when to start and when to stop and have a good balance.

4. Plan and work the plan – A business without a plan is like a traveler without a map. It is very
easy to get lost and confused without a good plan and you would eventually lose your
direction.

5. Set your own target – It is important to have a daily, weekly, monthly and yearly target so that
you can work with proper direction and motivation. This helps in your time-management
and planning.

6. Be flexible – Although you should try to stick to your plans as much as possible, you would
need to be flexible to any inevitable changes that might arise in the course of your work. Be
creative in solving any problems.

As this is not a platform to go into the nitty gritty of starting and marketing a home-based
business, we shall not dwell further into this subject. But whatever that you may have decided to
do from your home, there are two essential things you need to do, that is: build up a good
network and practise good networking skills. These are crucial to the success of your enterprise
and should not be overlooked.
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The Criteria for Working on Your Own

Marvelous as it may seem, not everyone can work from home as it entails great determination to
succeed on the home-based worker’s part. Besides that, you would also need to be immensely:

1. Creative – which means being able to think up and develop original ideas. Copycats do not
count!

2. Courageous – which means you are not afraid to tread the path where others have not
treaded.

3. Connected – which means you are well connected to the people in your community as well
as to the global market – the Internet! (Please read on to find out how to network).

Many people take the easy way out by seeking packaged products or services that need only to be
copied or duplicated in exactly the same manner as the creator had created it. This method may
be easier to do and is less risky, but it is not original. If you desire greater satisfaction and
challenge, then creating something that is unique to you would be a better way. We should not
be afraid to be ourselves. We should have the courage to think out of the box and to attempt
things our way if we feel strongly that we have a better method or solution. The world has
enough puppets – we need more clever puppeteers!
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5 Breaking Out
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Breaking Out

Having found out how good or how bad your S.E.S. (Social & Emotional Status) is, and having
realized how modernism has altered our social networks and severed our extended family
networks, we now come to examine their importance to our well-being and to explore ways to
re-establish them.

The word “networking” may be a relatively new term coined during the computer age, but in
essence it is not new. Networking, according to the Websters’ New Dictionary and Thesaurus
(1995), is the interconnection of two or more networks in different places, esp. as in working at
home with a link to a central computer in an office; forming business connections and contacts
through informal social meetings. Networking is essential when we want to organize any kind of
events, big or small. It is essential when we work with a team trying to achieve a certain target. It
is essential when we are faced with an emergency situation where the effectiveness of a rescue
operation depends on how well the police, the fire department or the hospital for example, work
together to save precious lives.

Some of the important benefits of networking are given below:

Networking connects people.

Connecting people is to connect their minds and hearts. Humans are generally social animals,
hence our need to connect with others of our kind. Mothers are especially vulnerable to isolation
due to their homebound duties. But there is hope yet! If we make use of modern communication
tools for networking purposes, we can connect with a million mothers out there if we want to!
(Please read Link 6: Networking Tools). Once we have made a connection to a network, we will
no longer be alone.

To live in a neighbourhood without knowing your neighbours is quite strange but unfortunately,
this is getting to be a norm amongst city folks. Modern dwellers spend more time working and
entertaining outside their homes than living in them and it is very tempting to use that as an
excuse for not knowing their neighbours. “What’s the big deal anyway?” Some of you might ask.
“They are not very friendly themselves!” You might just take the easy way out and shrink back
into your comfortable shells.

Well, the point is, if you create a positive aura around you and smile at your neighbours more
often, you will find that your living environment will improve tremendously and that would
open up more opportunities for people to talk with you. This will definitely eliminate any
feelings of isolation, suspicion and even depression.

Case Study 1: One of my neighbours used to be a very shy lady who avoided any eye contact
with her neighbours, and would even go to the extent of walking down the stairs to avoid getting
into the same elevator with others. One day, unfortunately for her, my whole family got into the
elevator with her. She was carrying a box of durians and I seized the opportunity to “break the
thorns” (so to speak!): “Wah durians! Balik kampung ah? Where’s your hometown?” She gave me
a startled look as she was obviously caught unprepared but she managed to answer my questions.
Well, I didn’t get to have free durians after that but at least now, whenever we bump into each
other, I see a smiling face and that is better than any kampung durians!
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It does not cost you a sen to put on a smile for others but the reward is worth thousands. We
may not see the benefits of knowing our neighbours but they are like an umbrella on a rainy day
– they help keep us dry and safe when we find ourselves face to face with an unexpected
thunderstorm.

Case Study 2: Linda (not her real name) was a foreigner in this country. She had followed her
Malaysian husband here to find herself lonely, depressed and isolated. For 2 years she was cooped
up in the house with two toddlers without friends, transport or social life. Then she read a
moving article in the newspaper about motherhood that smacks true of what she was feeling. Not
being able to contain herself, she opened up to the writer and found a mothers’ support group in
her area. Now she has many caring friends to share her feelings with and who give her much-
needed moral support. Her problems may not be over, but her stay here is made more
meaningful with friends.

Friends are important to keep us going when the going gets tough, and to rejoice with us when
we have found our path.

Networking lightens tasks.

To get a project off the ground, we need to have good planning and good delegation and
distribution of work. Not only are the tasks at hand properly shared by the networkers, so are the
benefits. In good networking, everyone is a winner. Whether we are talking about working in the
business environment or working for charity, we need to network with other groups or bodies to
ensure the successful end result of the project. It is just like our body which cannot function well
without the complete working order of all the other limbs and parts, and what pulls them all
together is a whole gamut of blood vessels, tissues and bones. Likewise, in an organizational
body, there are people with different sets of abilities and responsibilities and giving the right job
to the right person is of utmost importance.

Case Study 1: In organizing our inaugural parenting seminar titled Positive Parenting, we formed
a team of three mothers, each assuming different roles and duties and working with her own
network of contacts. Within three weeks of concerted effort, the seminar structure was ready. By
the final week, registrations were mounting in and on the day itself, a good number of people
turned up to the satisfaction of the booth exhibitors, the speakers, the participants and of course,
the organizers. All’s well that ends well with good networking!

If we learn from the ants and the bees, how they happily work together no matter what, we
would gain much insight about mutual respect, coping and sharing.

Case Study 2: After the encouraging success of that seminar, we ventured into organizing one for
Seremban. Unfortunately, we did not have a good networking base there and only appointed one
person to be in charge of the whole thing. When the date of the seminar drew near, it was
apparent that we were not getting enough response from Seremban and hence we had to call it
off. This shows clearly that without a good networking structure, we are not likely to achieve our
goals. There are many limitations when it comes to a one-man-show.

The lesson learnt is this: Do not attempt a job alone – create a network of helpers first and the
mountainous task is reduced to a molehill.
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Networking connects businesses.

A successful business depends on a great product and a good marketing plan. Effective
networking is often the successful ingredient for business-to-business networking or business-to-
consumers networking. Good networkers are constantly on the look out for opportunities for
partnerships or co-operations – in other words, they learn to share new insights and information
pertaining to their business with their colleagues or clients. They treat their clients as potential
friends – not merely as potential consumers - which could help expand and enhance their
network and be mutually beneficial to one another. (Please read Link 7: Networking for
Business).

Case Study 1: Business-to-consumer networking - Paula (not her real name) is a highly respected
and successful distributor of a health food product. Her approach is not to sell to her clients, but
to make friends first and then share her knowledge of her products with them. She trains them
patiently and guides them along in establishing their business without being pushy and
unprofessional. In fact, being a former senior manager in a multi-national company,
professionalism is her forte. This way, her clients are her friends and her friends are her clients!

Do not view every contact as a potential customer – make friends first, and maybe, just maybe,
you may introduce her to your product later. The test is this: will she still remain your friend if
she is not interested in your products?

Case Study 2: Business-to-business networking – In the course of organizing various meetings,
talks and seminars, as well as utilizing our FamilyPlace’s homepage (see page ** for more details),
we have been able to connect various people to one another who are also fellow home-based
workers. Marketing to other home-based businesses is a much needed and important service as it
is mutually beneficial and profitable to fellow home-based workers. For example, a work-from-
home advertising agent would need the services of a computer sales person to get him/her some
computer equipment, who would in turn, not only sell him/her the machines, but also provides
good support as well. Likewise, the computer sales person would need the services of the
advertising agent to publicize his/her services to others so that he/she would have more business.
So, by linking them up, they are able to help one another in their businesses. And if this kind of
networking is done on a big scale, can you imagine how many people would be connected to one
another and help support one another’s businesses?

The ability to connect the right people to the right job, or to collaborate with other home-based
businesses or organizations, is important in ensuring that the end result is satisfactory and
successful. No man is an island – likewise, no business can succeed in isolation. Business-to-
business networking also means referring businesses to our contacts that may not appear to have
anything to do with our own. This kind of generosity in the business community is important, as
even in business, one good turn does deserve another.
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6 Networking for Mothers
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Networking for Mothers

H. Stephen Glen, author of Raising Self-Reliant Children in a Self-Indulgent World, has this to say
about networking for support:

We need to transcend the kind of thinking that deems support groups only for the “needy,” and become
the kind of people who, as a matter of course, discuss and explore issues with those we work with, see at
the market, and live around. Merely by talking openly, we will develop a large network of resources in
a very short time. …Today, we need to recreate the same support system by creating supporting
networks.

In simple terms, networking for mothers is the interconnection of two or more mothers
networking in different places, forming mothers’ connections and contacts through informal
meetings and social activities. The simplest of all networks is – friendship! It fulfils women’s
desire to connect with other women – this is one of the things that baffle men, for they have
slightly different needs. But that is another topic altogether!

We mothers enjoy talking about almost anything under the sun: from babies to biceps (or the
lack of them!) or baking to banking. What I am talking about here is not “empty talks” or
mindless gossips. It is women’s way of expressing themselves and delighting in the intimate bond
of friendship. This is what differentiates women from men: women need to talk, men need
women to stop!

Networking for friendship

Motherhood can change a person quite dramatically because the birthing process itself is such a
unique and deep experience that having gone through it can make a woman feel that she can
conquer anything! And when you make a career switch from a corporate manager to a house
manager, obviously you are talking about a drastic change in image and lifestyle. And you will
probably hear less and less of your single and childless friends as you retreat further and further
into your nest to tend to your new family.

So, are you going to take this state of isolation lying down? (Pun intended!) I should think not as
you can still make new friends with other mothers who share your similar experiences. Mothers
have a lot in common – for one, we have all gone through “it”, be they naturally, artificially or
surgically! There are many other things that mothers all over the world share in common, so
there is no reason why mothers cannot unite and be a force to be reckoned with!

Mothers can build a network of friends with other mothers in their areas. This way, we can still
pursue our interests other than bringing up babies. If we stop doing the things that we enjoyed
doing as young girls, we will feel very old very soon – and that is not good for our self-esteem, is
it?

Making friends is a fast disappearing skill. Andrew Matthews (author of “Being Happy!”) wrote a
book called simply “Making Friends” where he gave many tips on the topic.
Here’s mine in the form of a short poem:

Be honest, be kind,
Be helpful, not blind.

Be thoughtful, if you don’t mind,
Many a good friend shall you find!
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Networking as a means to making friends is pure and good. There is no hidden agenda – just an
open invitation for warm and loving companionships. Doesn’t that remind you of your good old
school days when friends meant so much to you? Well, you can still rekindle those feelings now
by joining a new network that interests you!

Networking for Sharing and Support

Besides sharing recipes, hobbies and notes on babies, Moms can also share resources in forming
playgroups for themselves like badminton groups, jungle-trekking groups or golfing groups.
Moms must relearn the joys of play so that we do not turn into “nagging-old-ladies” to our
children. Play makes a person feel more youthful and energized and that is very important to
Moms. I’m sure no one would disagree with me here!

The more adventurous and enterprising mothers can exchange ideas and skills to start some kind
of home enterprise like producing and marketing peanut butter jam (they are getting very
expensive nowadays, aren’t they?) or starting a cooking studio or forming a singing Moms band!
In short, mothers have the potential to do great things together if we share our talents and skills.
We must get rid of men’s distorted notion that when women get together, they only know how
to gossip! Let’s show them a thing or two!
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Mothers Meet and how it was formed

Below is an account of my personal experience in forming a support group for mothers here just
a year ago.

Whenever I went back to my hometown Ipoh for short visits, I would invariably call up my two
friends, June and Geok Peng, (former school mates and course mates, now fellow full-time
mothers thrown out of the Singles’ Club). Sitting in the car after one of our usual eating-out
sessions, we talked about how great it would be if moms could have a place to meet up and chat
over coffee or tea without having to worry about our kids. Then, suddenly, a light bulb just
flashed: “Why don’t we start a mothers’ group?” I exclaimed excitedly. “Yeah, but how?” they
asked. “Well, for starters, we could call our other married friends over, and later, they could
bring their friends - something like a member-get-member scheme!” I suggested. It sounded good
and easy enough. So, a date was fixed and we started calling up our friends.

On the 14th June 1998, our first Mothers Meet was held at my parent’s house – 3 people were
present: June, Geok Peng and myself! Not giving up so easily, we went back to the drawing
board and came up with the name and objectives of our group, and even designed a brochure to
be distributed in our neighbourhood. We also put it up in our FamilyPlace’s website. Our effort
was beginning to show some positive result. In our following meeting, there were 5 people
present – the 3 of us and 2 other new members!

Back in USJ, Subang Jaya, I started a group in July 1998 which attracted 3 mothers whom we
had never met before. A month after that, in August 1998, because I was the co-founder of
FamilyPlace and Mothers Meet, I was invited to speak about networking at the Mothers for
Mothers Conference organized by Chong Sheau Ching. It attracted nationwide interest as it was
featured in the Star newspaper. After that I received over a hundred calls from mothers all over
the country to enquire about my mothers’ support group. And the number of mothers coming
for our monthly meetings increased substantially. Now we have about 15-20 mothers coming
together every month just to meet and discuss various topics of interest to us. The Penang
Chapter was formed in August, 1998 and is now a very active and close-knitted network. Several
others have since been formed in KL and PJ and the Seremban Chapter is the latest addition to
the family on April 3rd, 1999.

What is so remarkable about Mothers Meet is that it is founded on friendship. It is not a club, or
an association, or a registered organization. It is based on a simple concept of a couple of friends
coming together for a chat over tea at our homes. There is no need for formalities or membership
fees as membership is by virtue of attendance! There is no hidden agenda, no religious
propagation and no politics. It is just simple networking for friendship and that seems too good
to be true! But it is true! And this goes to show that when we dare to dream and to follow that
dream, we will be able to see it sooner than we think!
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Mothers Meet’s Philosophy on Motherhood

1 We believe that the proper nurturing of the family unit ensures the development of a
progressive society.

2 We believe that this process requires the love and commitment of mothers who are
instrumental in the healthy development of young children.

3 We believe in the power of proactive networking of mothers that has the potential to open
up a myriad of opportunities for them.

4 We believe that the loving home is the best place for the healthy development of the child.
5 We believe that home is where Mother is.

Aims & Objectives

1. To act as a platform for mothers to share their expertise and experience on motherhood and
parenting.

2. To support and empower fellow mothers in their quest for bringing up happy and healthy
children.

3. To tap into the skills and potentials of mothers and turn them into income generating
resources  e.g. home-based businesses.

In summary, mothers today need to put in the extra effort to connect with one another for
mutual friendship, sharing and support. Our needs and wants are very different from our parents
of the previous generation. Together, we may be better prepared for the future. Otherwise, we
may be left far behind still wondering what the problem was when everyone else is ahead of it.
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Reaching Out
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Reaching Out

If you already have a good base of relatives and friends near you, you need not start from scratch.
However, if you do not enjoy that privilege, then you will need to lay some groundwork. “So
where do I start?” You may ask at this point and I can’t help but break into a song:

“Where do I begin, to tell a story of how great a love can be …”

But seriously, if you have a great love for people and for humanity, that is a wonderful start! If
you don’t, then you may want to learn how to cultivate that love with this simple exercise:

Love is a powerful feeling that can change the way we perceive others and ourselves. It protects us
from negative elements like a shield that wards off poison arrows. If we are positive, we will not
be badly affected by rumour-mongers, back stabbers or jealous rivals.

Here’s how you can take it a step further to start networking in your neighbourhood:

1. Leaving Your Shell

First of all, you need to break out of your protective shells and go out to meet people! Tell
yourself: “I want to make more friends and learn new skills to improve myself for myself.” You
need to take care of your own needs and satisfaction too, for if you don’t, how can you be truly
happy? And if you are not happy, how can you make others happy? Some people say, “I don’t
have any friends.” But they do not make an effort to make friends. They are so self-centred and
narrow in their outlook of people that they end up very lonely and insecure. If we make an effort
to open our hearts and open our minds, we will see a whole new world with a new pair of eyes.

When I first moved to USJ, I did not have any friends. But I made an effort to meet people by
going for walks with my 2 girls in the pram. I talked to people. I smiled. I went to the
playground. (When I first took my children to the playground near my house, I was overjoyed to
see so many loving mothers taking their children there to play. Then I found out that they were
maids!) But it was all right, they were people too, I consoled myself, so I talked to a good mix of
them from Sri Lanka, India, the Philippines and Indonesia. From that, I have learnt how to
differentiate them through their accents!

In short, do not hide away from people. Go out and meet them. Not everyone is nasty – there
are nice people out there, but not everyone is nice either! If we start by being nice ourselves, the
tendency to meet like-minded people is greater. Similarly, if we are very negative, we would tend
to meet negative people. So, the choice is yours!

2. Carry name cards

It is useful to have name cards especially when you are running a home business but even if you
do not work with a company or run a business it is good to have one. At my school reunion
dinner last year, I was the only non professional who carried and distributed name cards with the
designation printed as “full-time mother” and that created a lot of interest among my friends and
former teachers. The amazing thing was that even those whom I did not know asked to have my
name card! So,  be bold and be proud of what you are and don’t be afraid to say: “I’m a mother!”
with your heads held high! A name card is a very useful tool to have your
business/profession/vocation made known. If you have set up a homepage, it is also a good
conversational topic. With the relevant contact numbers printed on it, contacting you through
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phone, fax, letters or e-mail is made easier. Name cards are also useful openings to talk about
yourself and what you do in your business, profession or vocation.

So, do not think you have to have a business or career to carry a name card. You can carry one
for social purposes and you might include your interests and hobbies as well! A little creativity
can make a difference in your life. And don’t forget to think outside the box!

3. Take a keen interest in others

People feel good when others want to know more about them and what they do. Always have a
keen interest in others and try to learn from them. Through finding out about what others do
and why and how they do it, we can learn to do things better or maybe collaborate with them
based on similar interests and ideas. Look out for opportunities to network. People with similar
interests and ideals tend to work very well together. They can compliment one another in
business or in service. If you are only interested in yourself, then I’m afraid you will not make a
very good networker. You will probably find yourself frustrated most of the time with too much
work, too little time, and too few friends.

Again, talk to people but don’t forget to listen when they talk to you. Listening entails
concentration and proper responses. Good listeners make good friends. They also learn more
than those who only know how to talk but do not know how to listen.

2. Join an  interest group

You can find out about goings-on in your community by reading the newspaper. It is an
important source of information especially on local groups and activities. If you find one that
interests you, pick up the phone and call for more information. If you like what you hear, go and
see for yourself if you would really like to associate yourself with the group. From there, you can
start to network with an already established base, which makes things so much easier for you.

However, if there is no such group that interests you or is available in your area, you may need to
do something a little bit harder but more exciting: start one yourself! Don’t worry – it is not as
scary as it seems. Anyone can start anything that one feels passionately about. You just need to
know a few things – they are listed for you below!

Starting a network

If you have searched high and low and still cannot find a networking group that you can affiliate
yourself with, then perhaps you should consider the next option: start one yourself! Many people
would cringe on the thought of it alone, but if you have put into consideration the many benefits
of having a networking group stated in the preceding chapters, and if you possess the 3 criteria
below, then my only advice to you is: just do it!

What you need to have:

1. A great desire to meet people – Meeting people and dealing with them may not be the easiest
thing to do but it can be a very fulfilling experience especially when we are able to help
brighten people’s life in our own small ways. If you have it, do it!
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2. Time, effort and energy – Having the time depends on our effort in making it. Good time
management is absolutely essential so that we can channel our energies appropriately.
Planning how we can fit our work into our family routine is important so that we are able to
focus our attention on our tasks at hand.

3. Working resources – Having a personal computer with Internet access is extremely useful.
Otherwise, a telephone and fax can also go a long way to connect with others in our
networking efforts.

Qualities you need to have:

1.    Leadership – I’m not talking about the running-for-office type of leadership, but the kind of
leadership that is able to guide, conduct, inspire and influence others through our own conduct
in patience and compassion. It is not about power, but of commitment.

2.    Enterprising spirit  - Being bold and active in spirit towards whatever undertaking, is what
being enterprising is all about. Not afraid to attempt new ventures and to explore new ideas, an
enterprising person will never say “cannot” but will always say “can”!

3.   Humility – This is a quality that is very important because a humble person does not think
that she knows best and is ever willing to learn from others. People would feel very at ease being
with you if you do not have any “attitude” problem and would be happy to co-operate in any
tasks or ventures.

What you need to do:

1. Establish a clear mission statement – Whatever the reason you are starting your network, it is
important to make it known clearly to others. Having a clear mission statement is like having
a good compass: it directs you to your destination with little problem and it gives your team
of fellow travelers a common purpose to work for.

2. Invite people you know – Start with people you know first. They would most likely offer you
the support you need. But it may not always happen that way as sometimes the very people
whom you know are your worst detractors.

3. Meet at home over tea – It is invariably more personal to meet at our own homes over a
potluck tea unless the number of people is really too big for the house, in which case, you
might consider having it in a rented hall, or moving into a bigger house!

4. Fix a regular meeting day – It is easier to have a fixed day for the weekly or monthly meetings
so that people would be able to plan their time for it and in no time, going to the meetings
would be like going to pick up your kids from school: you would look forward to seeing your
kids again and you would not have the tendency to forget them!

5. Actively promote your group  – It is of no use if people do not know about the group you have
formed. So talk to people about it, make and distribute leaflets that tell people all they need
to know about it, write to the media and tell them what is so special about your group.
Enthusiasm is infectious. If you are positively enthusiastic, you will attract great interest from
others.
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6. Plan interesting activities – Activities related to the interest of your group would go a long
way to promote itself and to create awareness and interest amongst the public. This will also
give the various media more reasons to highlight your group and its activities.

7. Delegate duties – Do not try to do everything yourself or else you would be seen as a
protective and domineering figure. It is always good to get other people involved as they
would develop a sense of belonging to the group and the camaraderie feeling amongst the
members would be greatly enhanced.

8. Keep it friendly and informal – If everything becomes too business-like, it would lose its
appeal and spontaneity and hence, it’s attractiveness in sociability would be greatly reduced.

9. Be organized – Being organized helps a lot in getting things done in good time without too
many hassles. Try to divide your day into sections, e.g. work time, cooking & eating time,
being with children’s time, being with husband time (if applies), being with yourself time,
etc.

10. Have periodic reviews – You can invite feedback from your members to see if everyone is
happy with the progress of the group and to make changes where necessary. This would
ensure that your group would continue to grow well.

Last, but not least, do not turn it into another impersonal organization! We have enough of them
around and do not need another one. What we need is more people-friendly movements that
have real impact on people’s lives and well being.

However, there are 3 things you would need to avoid to stay focused on your group.

3 things you need to avoid are:

1. Negative people  – They are the hardest people to please and pose the greatest threat to your
group. Not only would they have nothing good to say about it, they would give all kinds of
unwanted comments to shoot down even the most enthusiastic person. So steer clear of
them!

2. Over-zealousness – Do watch out for this as it could cause you to burnout or neglect the other
aspects of your life. It could also scare people away as you may be perceived as a mad
evangelist!

3. Mothering the group – You do not have to be a big fearful Mama to lead a group. Your
genuine friendliness would do wonders as most people are only able to tolerate one mother
(and that is their own!) Adopt a democratic system at all times (And please! Do not kill the
definition of democracy like some “smart” people do by defining it according to their own
personal agendas!).
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How to conduct informal mothers’ meetings

To avoid turning the meetings into casual meetings, having specific topics for discussions helps
to bring the group into focus. It also promotes constructive conversations. Here are some simple
guidelines:

1. Announce the topic of discussion before the meeting so that people come mentally prepared.
2. Appoint a moderator to keep the discussions within the chosen topic.
3. Appoint a recorder to record the proceedings for the benefit of those who had to miss it.
4. Ensure that every one gets a chance to speak and express herself.
5. Keep to the time limit.

So there you are! If your response after reading the points above is “Aiyo-yoh! So difficult one
ah!” Then I would recommend that you do everyone a favour and wait for someone else to start a
group! But if you say to yourself: “Yes! I want to do it!” Then congratulations! You will be
reaping great satisfaction at the end of the day because you would have gained lots and lots of
friends and have a deeply enriching life!

The enriched life cannot be measured by rinngit and sen but monetary wealth is important to
ensure some basic creature comforts in life. Perhaps you will be making your first few millions
after learning some tricks of the trade, but the challenge is not just how you are going to achieve
that, but what you are going to do with all that money! If we have the right attitude towards life
and wealth, we would have the right attitude towards what happiness is and will not be easily
lured by negative temptations.

Good planning is the key to success,
Great ideas the ticket to stardom.
Many a ways are there to riches,

But wholesome living is the seal to happiness.
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7 Making Your Marriage Work
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Making Your Marriage Work

The husband – who is either your boon or your bane – could make a heaven or a hell of your
life. There are so many stories of painful marriages and unsupportive husbands that the few good
ones around seem like God-sent. But before we put all the blame on the men, we need to
examine a few things in our marriage.

The Ten Questions About Your Marriage

1. Have you been dating your husband since little junior arrived?
2. Have you been spending intimate time alone with him and making him feel loved and

appreciated?
3. Have you been doing things with him that you both enjoyed before you became parents?
4. Have both of you been talking with each other to exchange news and views that are relevant

to you?
5. Do both of you have a common goal in life?
6. Do both of you agree on your family plans for the future?
7. Do both of you put your heads together to achieve your goals?
8. Do both of you continue to do things for each other?
9. Are you two working as a team?
10. Are you two supportive of one another?

If you have more No’s than YES’s, then you would have to make a serious effort to revitalize
your marriage. With a little hindsight and effort, you will be able to avoid any serious marital
problems later. It is absolutely vital that you constantly do these ten things with your husband
especially after you have babies. Do not brush them aside and consider them irrelevant for it is
absolutely relevant to your marriage if you want it to continue to last happily. Granted it is a
two-way effort, but it needs someone to take the initiative. Instead of sitting there waiting and
waiting for something to happen, why not do something pro-active about it? It does not matter
who makes the first move.

Supportive husbands are our pillars of strength. They can reinforce our self-confidence and help
bring out our hidden talents. They give us a needed hand when we most require it and help us to
think rationally when we start to fret and to worry. We need them to balance our ying with their
yang. However, unsupportive ones can bring great distress. Find out the reasons by listening to
his side of the story. If you care to listen to one another, there would be a deeper understanding
and a stronger bond between the both of you. When a couple is one in heart, they are in
harmony with the world. Ask yourself – have you been a supportive wife to your husband?

If, upon self-examination, you have found that you have given everything you have to make your
marriage work, but yet, it is not working. Then you may need to seek help by talking to someone
neutral, like a good counsellor or a good friend. Finding your path in life is not easy – some
people go through their whole life cycle without a glimpse of what their life path is. But the
moment you tell yourself – I need to do something with my life, that is the key that unlocks the
door to the garden of possibility.
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The Motivation to Change

Whatever the situation or circumstances that we are in, we have the ability to change things for
the better. We have the choice either to wallow in self-pity or to pull ourselves up and face our
problems objectively. In the course of being a mother, we go through various tests and
experiences. Sometimes they may feel like roller coaster rides – our emotions rise and plunge at
break-neck speeds. At times we come to a plateau – nothing seems to be happening. Take them
as they come and release them as they go, as they are merely the ebbs and flows of a temporary
life. Only with our constant desire to learn and to grow would we find true meaning and purpose
in living and giving life. As mothers, we each have that obligation to our children at least, to
motivate them and to change for the better. Like Mother Earth, we have big hearts to embrace
life with all its wonders and ferociousness.

Change is a fact of life – to resist change is to resist life. Life after babies has its many challenges,
but it is well worth it if we give it our very best, for we shall be duly rewarded spiritually and
emotionally. Do not make it a lonely struggle but get other people involved. There is room for
many when we open up our hearts. If we close them, we close our doors to unlimited
opportunities for loving and learning.

Remember Robin William’s admonishment in his movie, Dead Poet’s Society:

Carpe Diem!

Seize the day!

Make your life extraordinary!
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IF YOU APPRECIATE THIS BOOK

This book is about sharing something beautiful with as many people as possible We believe
People who appreciate it would give something in return, and everyone can contribute
something no matter how rich or how poor they may be. . And if you appreciate what you have
read, we would appreciate your generous contribution, no matter what amount through Pay As
You Please (PAUP)  initiate, kindly complete the form below.

FREE TO CIRCULATE

This books is free to be duplicate circulated in it’s ORIGINAL form to any interested individual.
So, if you have internet access, you may read it on the web. If you don’t, you may ask someone
to print it out for you. If you don’t have anyone to do that, we would be happy to do it for you.

BOOK PUBLISHERS / SPONSORS – If you are interested to publish / SPONSOR the
printing of this book, please contact FamilyPlace (address below).

 I / We appreciate “Life After Babies” and would like to participate in the PAUP initiative.

 Enclosed herewith is our cheque / MO No ____________  amounting to  RM_____________
 Made payable to “FamilyPlace Sdn Bhd ”

 My particulars are:

 Name _________________________________________   Age ______    Sex ________

 Address ________________________________________________________________

 Contact Tel _______________________________  Occupation ___________________

 Email _____________________________________

All PAUP payment are to be sent to:

FamilyPlace
c/o W4-03-04, Subang Perdana Goodyear Court 9,
47630 UEP SUBANG JAYA
Malaysia

NO LONGER APPLICABLE

NO LONGER 
APPLICABLE

Just contact Wai Leng at
beyond.schooling@gmail.com
or http://learningbeyondschooling.org

All addresses in this book are no longer applicable
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ABOUT FAMILYPLACE

Vision

To create a caring community through developing functional families

Mission

To provide parent-centered resources in  education and community
development

Objectives
1. To provide relevant & effective resources for parents on a regularly basis
2. To organize events to enhance family and community development
3. To initiate community projects that uplift quality family life
4. To act as a platform for parents and educators to exchange ideas experiences


